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The economic equipment replacement problem is a central question in Nuclear Engineering. On the one hand, 
new equipments are more attractive given their best performance, better reliability, lower maintenance cost etc. 
New equipments, however, require a higher initial investment. On the other hand, old equipments represent the 
other way around, with lower performance, lower reliability and specially higher maintenance costs, but in 
contrast having lower financial and insurance costs. The weighting of all these costs can be made with 
deterministic and probabilistic methods applied to the study of equipment replacement. Two types of distinct 
problems will be examined, substitution imposed by the wearing and substitution imposed by the failures. In 
order to solve the problem of nuclear system substitution imposed by wearing, deterministic methods are 
discussed. In order to solve the problem of nuclear system substitution imposed by failures, probabilistic 
methods are discussed. The aim of this paper is to present a methodological framework to the choice of the most 
useful method applied in the problem of nuclear system substitution.   
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The economic equipment replacement problem is a central question in Nuclear Engineering. 
Due to its strategical condition and also for security questions, the nuclear systems need a 
rigorous accompaniment whit respect to the maintenance and replacement of its parts and 
components. Thus, it is important to decide if an equipment must continue in service or if a 
new equipment will go, better and more economically, to adjust to the current and future 
necessities of operation. These decisions must be made with a frequency that increases as the 
technological changes occur. A hasty decision, where it desires to replace the equipment for 
one more modern can generate an unnecessary cost, as well as the delayed replacement of the 
equipment. The proposal of the replacement methods consists in evaluating when the 
equipment must be replaced.  
 
This paper will go to analyze two types of distinct problems: substitution imposed by the 
wearing and substitution imposed by the failures. Although distinct, in respect to the type of 
analysis used to decide them, deterministic or probabilistic, they have in common the fact of 
the solution implies in the minimization of the total cost. 
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In order to solve the problem of nuclear system substitution imposed by the wearing, 
deterministic methods are discussed. In order to solve the problem of nuclear system 
substitution imposed by the failures, probabilistic methods are discussed. These methods 
consider the random nature of the failure problem [1]. 
 
The aim of this paper is to present a methodological framework to the choice of the most 
useful method applied in the problem of nuclear system substitution.   
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The fact of equipments suffer wearing with the use, leading to the necessity of deciding on its 
replacement, is very know. Such replacement can also be caused by loss of efficiency that 
takes the decreasing economic incomes. The analysis of this type of problem considers the 
economic relation between the functions of increasing and decreasing cost. The function of 
increasing cost is connecting with the increase of the operation and maintenance costs, 
imposed by the use or the age of the original equipment. The function of decreasing cost is 
the depreciation of the equipment, whose residual value goes reduction with the time. The 
decision consists to find the best time interval for the replacement, which will go to minimize 
the total cost resulting from the addition of these two types of costs. This time interval is the 
economic life of the equipment [1]. The figure below illustrates the behavior of these costs.  
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A distinct but similar problem is the replacement necessity imposed by the failures. The 
function of decreasing cost is still the depreciation of the original equipment. It does not 
consider that the change of the operational efficiency is by the use, but the replacement 
becomes necessary due to the failure. After this, it is necessary to decide between the repair 
and the replacement. However, it can be economically advantageous to replacement or to 
repair in a planned way before the failures occur. In this case, a premature replacement can 
result in a cost decrease. As well as the previous problem, the decision consists in determine 
the best interval of replacement. The analysis of the failure problem must consider his 
random nature and, therefore, be probabilistic treated. If the time of the failure occurrence 
was known with certainty, the obvious solution would be to establish politics of replacement 
or repair before it happening [1]. 
�
Beyond the wearing and the failure occurrence, an equipment can be replaced if it becomes 
obsolete. The obsolescence is the result of the continuous technological development. 
Frequently, the development occurs so quickly, that is economic the replacement of an 
equipment in good conditions by another more modern and efficient [2]. 
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In order to solve the problem of equipment replacement imposed by the wearing, 
deterministic methods are discussed. Among these, the Economic Engineering methods have 
the advantage to take into account the value of the money in the time, being for this reason, 
the most useful methods to decide this type of problem. We can also quote the use of the 
Critical Path Method and Dynamic Programming to decide the problem of equipment 
replacement imposed by the wearing [3].  
 
In order to solve the problem of equipment replacement imposed by the failures,   
probabilistic methods will be present. These methods considerate the random nature of the 
failure problem and, therefore, they are based on the equipment reliability [4].  
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As seen previously, the Economic Engineering methods are the most useful to decide the 
problem of equipment replacement imposed by the wearing. For the application of these 
methods, we need to know the initial investment, the operation and maintenance costs, the 
residual value and the useful life of the equipment, beyond the tax of interests to be used.   
We will present three methods: Present Value, Equivalent Annual Cost and Cost Equation.  
 
The Present Value Method consists in the calculation of the present value for each one of the 
equipment replacement alternatives and the comparison of these values between itself as a 
decision criterion, preferring the alternative that leads to the lower cost. This method has an 
ample applicability and is also very used in the analysis of the investment alternatives of a 
company.   
 
The Equivalent Annual Cost Method is very used in studies of equipment replacement. 
Through this method, the economic life of the equipment can be found. This method 
calculates the equivalent annual cost of the equipment replacement alternatives and chooses 
that one of the lower cost, as decision criteria. This method has the advantage to compare 
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equipments with different useful lives, transforming the present value of the alternatives in a 
series of constant payments, according to a unit of time [5]. The Equivalent Annual Cost 
equation is: 
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In the equation above: 
I - the equipment cost (initial investment)  
Ck - total cost (operation and maintenance) of the equipment in each period k  
Pn - residual value of the equipment in the end of its useful life 
n - useful life of the equipment  
i - tax of interests 
 
The decision will considered the lower annual cost between the alternatives. For the 
calculation of the economic life of the equipment, the result is the value of Q, which the CAE 
is the minimum. 
 
The Cost Equation Method also solves the problem of the economic life determination. It 
assumes that the equipment is indefinitely replaced of P in P years. Then, the present value 
of the equipment replacement of P in P years is found, and the value of P that minimizes 
this present value is the economic life of the equipment. The Cost Equation is: 
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It is interesting to observe that this method leads to the same results as the Equivalent Annual 
Cost Method. The formulation of the problem by the Cost Equation (2) takes us to a similar 
as the equation (1), differing this only for a proportionality constant �L�. Thus, both the 
methods decide the problem of the economic life determination of an equipment.  
 
The Equivalent Annual Cost and the Cost Equation methods had been formulated in discrete 
time, where the economic life is found for entire values of the time unit used (months, years, 
etc). These methods can also be formulated in continuous time, where the economic life is 
found using the differential and integral calculus [5].  
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The following politics of equipment replacement is considered: each equipment component is 
replaced after a time interval of operation T. If a failure occurs in a time tf, the next 
replacement only will occur at the time T + tf or in the next failure, depending to what 
happens first. This replacement politics is called politics of replacement by age. 
 
To determine the replacement cost by age, defined Cm as the replacement cost of the 
component that did not fail, or either, Cm is the cost of the preventive maintenance. The 
replacement cost of the component that fails will be defined as Cf. In general Cf > Cm ,
considering that the replacement of a component failure implies in greater costs than the 
simple replacement of a good component. The total cost of an equipment that operates during 
the time interval t is:  
 

C = NfCf + NmCm (3) 
 
In the equation above Nf and Nm are, respectively, the expected number of failures and the 
number of replacements of the components that had not failed during the time t. The total 
number of replacements will be, therefore:  
 

N = Nf + Nm (4) 
 
The total cost can be found in function of the reliability and the failure rate of the component. 
Thus, the time interval that minimizes the total cost could be found by the optimization 
techniques of the differential and integral calculus [4]. Then: 
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Through the failure rate λ(t), the reliability R(t) can be found. Thus, the above equation will 
be solved for T, so that the best time interval of replacement can be found. 
 
There are others alternatives for the replacement by age. One of most common is the 
replacement in lots or groups. In this case, the component is replaced at time intervals T and, 
when an eventual failure occurs. The component is replaced in times T, 2T, 3T, etc... and, if a 
failure occurs in a time tf, it is replaced in this instant, being replaced again in the end of the 
time interval T. Then, there is no necessity of controlling the replacement times of the 
component as in the replacement by age [4]. 
 
The comparison between the replacement by age and the replacement in lots indicates some 
important differences between both. Suppose that the two politics of replacement are applied 
to the same equipment, with the same interval of replacement T. In general, the replacement 
in lots will remove more good components as the replacement by age, while a new 
component that replaces one that fails will be replaced again at the end of the interval, before 
having reached the age T. Thus, there are fewer components that fail in the replacement in 
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lots, because some components will be replaced before the interval of time T. Such fact can 
be proven through the comparison of the expected number of replacements in both cases.    
For this reason, the replacement in lots is more indicated for equipments of low cost. The 
replacement by age is more indicated for equipments of higher cost. 
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As seen in the Introduction, the nuclear systems need a rigorous accompaniment whit respect 
to the maintenance and replacement of its parts and components. Thus, the establishment of a 
methodology for the replacement of nuclear systems parts and components will increase the 
reliability of these systems, beyond minimizing the costs due to not predict stops [6]. 
Recently, the notice of the stop of the Angra 1 nuclear power plant was published, due to the 
failure of an electric valve of the refrigeration system of the vapor condenser. According to 
the news, the loss of incomes with the operations stops for more than twelve hours exceed                   
R$ 1 million. This fact illustrates the necessity of the establishing of nuclear systems 
replacement politics.  
 
According to was discussed in the previous sections, the methodological framework to the 
choice of the most useful method in replacement of nuclear systems is represented by the 
flowchart below. 
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In this paper, we presented a methodological framework to the choice of the most useful 
method applied in the problem of nuclear system substitution.    
 
The application of these methods to a nuclear system will depend on the type of problem that 
we decide to solve (replacement imposed by the wearing or replacement imposed by the 
failures), and of the available database in this case. Finally, is important to say, that it is 
necessary not only to know which of the available methods apply to this particular situation, 
but also to know if the considerations related to the best method can be applied in a 
determined context. In this way, some considerations can be incorporated to the mathematical 
model, becoming closer to the reality. 
 
Another question that deserves attention is the obsolescence. As seen previously, many times 
the replacement of an equipment in good conditions by another more modern and efficient is 
necessary. The reference [7] presents models, where a cost is associated with the              
obsolescence of the original equipment. 
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